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Abstract 14 

The “problem of many minds” and the “unity of consciousness” are usually considered to be 15 

philosophical topics, without direct or concrete implications for neuroscience. Notably, mainstream 16 

explanations of consciousness as more or less synonymous with certain brain dynamics implicitly 17 

assume that the distinct conscious experiences of a multiplicity of human subjects are simply 18 

properties of the corresponding multiplicity of different physical objects (i.e. brains), just as different 19 

physical objects can have unique and distinct temperatures. Here, in contrast, it is shown that the 20 

multi-subject setting has direct consequences for neural codes employable as the informational basis 21 

for consciousness, under the assumption that consciousness is a physically-orthodox phenomenon. 22 

Multi-subject consequences are of two kinds. First, if conscious-experiential space is a sub-domain of 23 

orthodox physical space, then certain encoding schemes viable in the single-subject setting can be 24 

excluded, thus reducing the number of viable sub-domain approaches. Second, if conscious-25 

experiential space is a property of brain dynamics, then codes must vary by subject, thus directly 26 

altering the nature of viable property-based codes. These results extend previous single-subject 27 

analyses, thus constructing a complete and detailed theoretical catalog of viable consciousness-28 

encodings under physical orthodoxy. This theoretical catalog in turn constitutes a maximal basis for 29 

empirical testing of the “physically-orthodox consciousness” hypothesis: if the encoding basis of 30 

consciousness is not of one of the relatively small number of kinds identified here, consciousness 31 

cannot be a physically orthodox phenomenon. Conversely, because viable physically-orthodox codes 32 

for consciousness differ distinctively from codes known to support behavioral computations, 33 

empirical discovery of any catalog member would be strong evidence towards the precise physical 34 

basis of consciousness in an orthodox setting.  35 

1. Introduction 36 

This is the final paper in a series (Rosseinsky, 2014a, 2014b) that aims to establish objective tests 37 

within conventional neuroscience for physically-orthodox theories-of-consciousness. Previous papers 38 

showed that spatially-distributed and temporally-extended codes cannot be the informational basis 39 

for consciousness under physical orthodoxy (Rosseinsky, 2014a), and that topographic codes for 40 

consciousness (again under physical orthodoxy) must differ from those for behavior (Rosseinsky, 41 

2014b). These conclusions result respectively from locality and spatial homogeneity of causation, 42 
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both of which are necessary features of a physically orthodox setting; both conclusions lead to 43 

empirical tests for physically-orthodox theories-of-consciousness. Whereas previous papers restricted 44 

themselves to single-subject (i.e. single-brain) settings, the present paper addresses further 45 

restrictions on physically-orthodox neural codes for consciousness that arise in multi-subject settings, 46 

and empirical tests derived from these further restrictions. 47 

To illustrate the specific issues that arise for physically-orthodox consciousness-encodings in the 48 

multi-subject setting, consider the following (extremely simplified) example (Figure 1). Purely for 49 

simplicity of illustration, assume that conscious visual experience is comprised only of black or white 50 

pixels. Let B denote a measure of a brain-dynamical state that causally encodes components-of-51 

consciousness, with B = 0 encoding a black pixel and B = 1 encoding a white pixel. Further, let a 52 

finite set of various locations within conscious experience be labelled by various real numbers in the 53 

range zero to one (non-inclusive), and extend the zero/one B-code so that the decimal portion labels 54 

location (Figure 1A). For example, B = 0.1 now encodes black at the location labelled by 0.1, 55 

whereas B = 1.9 encodes white at the location labelled by 0.9. Now consider a two-subject setting 56 

(Figure 1B), and label the B-values that occur in the two brains by B1 and B2. Thus, B1 = 0.1 means a 57 

B-value of 0.1 occurring in the brain of the first subject, whereas B2 = 0.1 means a B-value of 0.1 58 

occurring in the brain of the second subject.  If B1 = 0.1, then there must be a black pixel in the first 59 

subject’s experience at the location labelled 0.1. Similarly, if B2 = 0.1, then there must be a black 60 

pixel in the second subject’s experience at the location labelled 0.1. But these two outcomes – “… in 61 

the first subject’s experience …” and “… in the second subject’s experience …” – are different, and 62 

arise from the same physical state B = 1. Spatial homogeneity of causality means that B = 1 must 63 

have the same effect wherever it occurs: two different effects from a single cause contradicts spatial 64 

homogeneity. Therefore, simple codes of this kind are not viable informational bases for 65 

consciousness under physical orthodoxy. 66 

Another way of illustrating this same issue is to explicitly recognise that B1 = 0.1 and B2 = 0.1 67 

(say) are the same cause and must therefore have the same effect, under spatial homogeneity of 68 

causation. This can be achieved by dropping the condition that Bn = … creates a contribution-to-69 

consciousness “in the n-th subject’s experience”, which is the origin of the multiplicity of different 70 

effects. Then B1 = 0.1 generates a black pixel at the location labelled 0.1, and B2 = 1.2 generates a 71 

white pixel at the location labelled 0.2. But without the requirements that B1-states contribute to the 72 

first subject’s experience and B2-states contribute to the second subject’s experience, the black pixel 73 

at 0.1 and the white pixel at 0.2 both occur within a single experience (i.e. within a single conscious-74 

experiential space). More generally under this approach, all brains generate contributions to a single 75 

experience, which is empirically counterfactual (Figure 1C).  76 

Problems of spatial homogeneity of causation and empirical accuracy can be resolved by 77 

emphasizing that locations in the experiences of the two subjects must be given different coordinates 78 

(Figure 1D). To illustrate this, let values in the range zero to one-half (exclusive) label locations in 79 

the first subject’s experience, and values in the range one-half to one (exclusive) label locations in the 80 

second subject’s experience. Furthermore, let corresponding locations in the two experiences be 81 

labelled by numbers differing by one-half, so that, for example, the location labelled 0.1 in the first 82 

subject’s experience corresponds to the location labelled 0.6 in the second subject’s experience. Then 83 

conscious experience is encoded for the first subject by B-values in the ranges (0,0.5) (for black 84 

pixels at various locations) and (1,1.5) (for white pixels at various locations). Similarly, the second 85 

subject’s experience is encoded by B-values in the ranges (0.5,1) and (1.5,2). Now, for example, B1 = 86 

0.1 and B2 = 0.6 generate black pixels at corresponding locations in the two subjects’ experiences. 87 
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This approach recognizes that generation of a given contribution-to-consciousness in two different 88 

brains constitutes two different effects, and attributes two explicitly different causes to these effects, 89 

so that spatial homogeneity of causality is preserved. Notably, in this approach, the encoding of 90 

consciousness varies by subject (because numerically different B-conditions apply within different 91 

brains). 92 

The example illustrates why encoding states for consciousness must vary by subject under 93 

physical orthodoxy, if locations within conscious experience are encoded by B-dynamics [the 94 

“property” approach to conscious-experiential space (Rosseinsky, 2014a)]. In an alternative 95 

approach, locations within conscious experience can instead correspond to locations of B-dynamics 96 

within orthodox physical space [the “sub-domain” approach (Rosseinsky, 2014a)]. This alternative 97 

approach can avoid the variation of encoding by subject, because each subject’s experience occurs 98 

within their own brain (Figure 2), thus creating the required segregation of location. However, the 99 

multi-subject setting has distinct implications for sub-domain encodings. Previous papers discussed 100 

two different variants of  sub-domain approaches [an “uber-map that recapitulates subjective 101 

geometry” (Rosseinsky, 2014b), on the one hand, and “dual-metric” conceptions (Rosseinsky, 102 

2014a), on the other], and noted that the inclusion of dual-metric conceptions within the class of 103 

physically orthodox theories is of debatable validity. In the multi-subject setting, it will be shown that 104 

dual-metric approaches cannot be physically orthodox, because they require either an effect without a 105 

cause, or a non-orthodox property of physical brains. Thus, the multi-subject setting will restrict sub-106 

domain approaches to the uber-map-recapitulating-subjective-geometry kind.  107 

These illustrative discussions indicate that analysis of the multi-subject setting depends critically 108 

on earlier results concerning viable sub-approaches. Thus, it will be necessary as a preliminary to 109 

recapitulate critical aspects of earlier work, which is accomplished in Sections 2 and 3. Section 2 uses 110 

a central numerical example, complemented by more general formal statements, to review the 111 

spectrum of codes theoretically available for the informational basis of consciousness. [This 112 

pedagogical approach differs from earlier papers (Rosseinsky, 2014a, 2014b), that stressed details of 113 

formalism. Formal symbols originally defined in (Rosseinsky, 2014a) are summarised in Table 1.] 114 

Section 3 rehearses how previously derived limits on this spectrum result from the assumption of 115 

physical orthodoxy in the single-subject setting. Section 4 then provides a complete and rigorous 116 

demonstration of the multi-subject results informally discussed above, with reference both to 117 

classifications developed in the central numerical example and to complementary formalism. 118 

As pointed out both by Barlow [in the general context of establishing a basic understanding of the 119 

brain’s activity (Barlow, 1961)] and by Tononi and Koch [in the more specific context of 120 

understanding the brain’s role in consciousness (Tononi and Koch, 2008)], theoretical principles can 121 

be invaluable in analysing what could otherwise become a mass of impenetrable data. Restrictions on 122 

consciousness-encoding established in the present series are precisely of the invaluable-principle 123 

kind: as discussed in Section 5, they lead to narrow and distinctive empirical signatures for the 124 

physically-orthodox class of implementations of a specific brain function (the generation of 125 

consciousness), a class whose existence might otherwise be invisible. 126 

 127 

2. Varieties of encoding schemes 128 

This Section describes a variety of encoding schemes that might in principal be employed as the 129 

informational basis for consciousness in a single-subject setting. These schemes are labelled “Type I” 130 
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[2.1] to “Type VI” [2.6], and range from single-value encodings of the entire conscious scene [2.1] to 131 

multiple-topography, vector-encoding approaches [2.6].  132 

For each scheme, the encoding approach is first illustrated with reference to a simplified 133 

numerical example (Table 2), and then defined using formal symbols. Symbols used are fully defined 134 

in (Rosseinsky, 2014a). In summary: sa,b labels the b-th instance of the a-th feature type in the 135 

external environment, and <sa,b> labels the corresponding component of conscious experience;  B is a 136 

measure of brain-dynamical activity whose values determine contributions-to-consciousness from a 137 

given brain-dynamical state; coordinates r label locations in orthodox physical space (including brain 138 

locations), whereas coordinates j label a finite set of neighborhoods within conscious experience at 139 

which exteroceptive experience is generated. (Table 1 summarizes these and other symbols used in 140 

the present series. Figure 3 provides a schematic overview of the associated formal equations that 141 

can describe any theory-of-consciousness.) 142 

 143 

2.1. Type I codes: dedicated values for each global scene 144 

2.1.1. Illustrative example 145 

Consider an illustrative example in which global conscious experience consists of colored, oriented, 146 

edges at just two locations (Table 2). At each location, edges can be either green or red, and 147 

(independently) either vertical or horizontal. For simplicity (e.g. excluding the possibility of “empty 148 

space” at either location), the total conscious experience is then one of sixteen combinatorial 149 

possibilities (Table 2). In a “Type I” code, there is a dedicated value for each global scene, i.e. for 150 

each combinatorial possibility. Thus, sixteen different values are used. This code is (maximally) non-151 

topographic, because it employs only a single value. [Topographic maps employ a multiplicity of 152 

dynamically-relevant encoding locations, with each brain-location encoding a particular 153 

neighborhood of the external environment (Kaas, 1997).] 154 

 155 

2.1.2. Formal symbolism for the general case 156 

Formally, let T(m) be the m-th member in an arbitrarily-ordered list of all combinatorially possible 157 

sets of (a,b,j) values [where a indexes feature-type, b indexes feature-instance, and j indexes location, 158 

i.e. an (a,b,j) triple defines a component <sa,b>(j) of conscious experience]. For each m, define a 159 

distinct B-value BT(m) such that BT(m)  BT(n) unless m = n, and let the occurrence of the physical state 160 

B = BT(m) (at any location r) create the conscious experience corresponding to T(m), i.e. 161 

B(r) = BT(m)  {<sa,b>(j), (a,b,j)  T(m)}       () 162 

Note that in this paper, as in related works (Rosseinsky, 2014a, 2014b), no explicit theory-of-163 

consciousness is given: B-contingencies such as Eq.  simply state details of the final brain-164 

dynamical encoding of information employed in the generation of consciousness.  165 

More generally, each {<sa,b>(j), (a,b,j)  T(m)} can be encoded by a multi-member set of B-166 

values T(m), so that the appropriate conscious experience is generated when any B-value in T(m) 167 
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occurs, i.e. 168 

B(r)  T(m)  {<sa,b>(j), (a,b,j)  T(m)}       () 169 

Here T(m) and T(n) must be non-overlapping sets for m  n, i.e. there is no B-value in both T(m) and 170 

T(n) unless m = n (in which case the two sets are identical). 171 

 172 

2.2. Type II codes: dedicated values for each feature combination at each location 173 

2.2.1. Illustrative example 174 

Continuing the example of [2.1.1], in a “Type II” code there are dedicated values for each feature 175 

combination at each location. A “feature combination” is e.g. “red, vertical” or “green, horizontal”. 176 

Because there are four feature combinations in the example, only four values are needed to encode a 177 

feature combination. However, if values encode both feature combination and location, eight values 178 

are needed (for the two locations in the example). The sixteen possible conscious scenes then derive 179 

(Table 2) from each of four values for feature-combination at the first location with each of four 180 

values (distinct from the previous four) for feature-combination at the second location. Thus, a type II 181 

code uses two numbers to encode each scene, where a type I code employed just one. This code is 182 

non-topographic, because locations at which values occur do not alter the features that are encoded. 183 

[For example, both “1,8” and “8,1” (Table 2, row 6) are unambiguous encodings of “Red-Vertical; 184 

Green-Horizontal”.] 185 

 186 

2.2.2. Formal symbolism for the general case 187 

Formally, let S(n) be the n-th member in an arbitrarily-ordered list of all combinatorially possible sets 188 

of (a,b) values [where a indexes feature-type and b indexes feature-instance i.e. an (a,b) pair defines 189 

a component <sa,b> of conscious experience). For each n and each j, define a distinct B-value BS(n),j 190 

such that BS(n),j  BS(m),k unless n = m and j = k. Then let the occurrence of the physical state B = BS(n),j 191 

(at any location r) generate the conscious experience corresponding to S(n) at j, i.e. 192 

B(r) = BS(n),j   {<sa,b>(j), (a,b)  S(n)}       () 193 

More generally, each {<sa,b>(j), (a,b)  S(n)} can be encoded by a multi-member set of B-values 194 

S(n),j, so that the appropriate conscious experience is generated when any B-value in S(n),j occurs, i.e. 195 

B(r)  S(n),j   {<sa,b>(j), (a,b)  S(n)}       () 196 

Here S(n),j and S(m),k must be non-overlapping sets if n  m or j  k, i.e. there is no B-value in both 197 

S(n),j and S(m),k unless n = m and j = k (in which case the two sets are identical).  198 

 199 

2.3. Type III codes: dedicated values for each feature instance at each location 200 
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2.3.1. Illustrative example 201 

In a “Type III” code there are dedicated values for each feature instance at each location, and values 202 

also encode location. A “feature instance” is one of “Red”, “Green”, “Vertical” or “Horizontal”. 203 

Because there are four feature instances in the example, only four values are needed to encode a 204 

feature instance. However, if values encode both feature instance and location, eight values are 205 

needed (for the two locations in the example). Each of the sixteen possible conscious scenes is then 206 

encoded (Table 2) by four numbers, two for color and orientation at the first location, and two for 207 

color and orientation at the second location. This code is non-topographic, because locations at 208 

which values occur do not alter the features that are encoded. 209 

 210 

2.3.2. Formal symbolism for the general case 211 

Formally, let distinct values Babj encode each <sa,b> at each (j), so that the occurrence of the unique 212 

physical state B = Babj (at any location r) creates the conscious experience of the feature <sa,b> at j, 213 

i.e. 214 

B(r) = Babj   <sa,b>(j)         () 215 

More generally, each <sa,b>(j) can be encoded by a multi-member set of B-values abj, so that 216 

<sa,b>(j) is generated when any B-value in abj occurs, i.e. 217 

B(r)  abj   <sa,b>(j)         () 218 

Here abj and cdk must be non-overlapping sets if a  c or b  d or j  k, i.e. there is no B-value in 219 

both abj and cdk unless a = c and b = d and j = k (in which case the two sets are identical). 220 

 221 

2.4. Type IV codes: topography with dedicated values for feature instances 222 

2.4.1. Illustrative example 223 

In a “Type IV” code there are dedicated values for each feature instance (as in type III codes) but 224 

locations of feature instances are encoded topographically (instead of by value, as in type IV codes). 225 

Thus, only four different values are needed (for the four feature instances), but their order has 226 

encoding-meaning.  227 

For example, in type IV code shown in Table 2, (1,3,1,4) in row 2 encodes Red-Vertical at 1 and 228 

Red-Horizontal at 2 whereas (1,4,1,3) in row 3 encodes Red-Horizontal at 1 and Red-Vertical at 2, 229 

so that order (or “location”) is relevant to decoding.  [The respective type III encodings for these two 230 

scenes are (1,3,5,8) and (1,4,5,7). Any permutations of these encodings e.g. (1,8,5,3) and (1,7,5,4) are 231 

still unambiguous for the type III non-topographic code, but shuffling typically changes meaning for 232 

type IV topographic encodings.] 233 

 234 
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2.4.2. Formal symbolism for the general case 235 

Formally, let distinct values Bab encode each <sa,b>, and let the j-index of j be determined by the j-236 

index of the location Brj at which a B-value occurs. Then the occurrence of the physical state B = Bab 237 

at Brj creates the conscious experience of the feature <sa,b> at j, i.e. 238 

B(Brj) = Bab   <sa,b>(j)         () 239 

Note that Eq.  contains for the first time a j-subscript on r, which is the formal manifestation of the 240 

topographic nature of the type V code. 241 

More generally, each <sa,b> can be encoded by a multi-member set of B-values ab, so that 242 

<sa,b>(j) is generated when any B-value in ab occurs at Brj, i.e. 243 

B(Brj)  ab   <sa,b>(j)         () 244 

Here (exactly as for abj and cdk following Eq. ) ab and cd must be non-overlapping sets if a  c or 245 

b  d.  246 

 247 

2.5. Type V codes: topography with dedicated values for feature combinations 248 

2.5.1. Illustrative example 249 

In a “Type V” code there are dedicated values for each feature combination (like a type II code), but 250 

these values do not change by location for a given feature combination (unlike a type II code).  251 

Instead, the type V code uses brain-location-of-value to encode environmental-location-of-feature. 252 

Hence, the type V code is a topographic variant of the type II code, because locations at which values 253 

occur are relevant to meaning.  254 

For example, in the type V code shown in Table 2, (1,2) encodes Red-Vertical at 1 and Red-255 

Horizontal at 2 whereas (2,1) encodes Red-Horizontal at 1 and Red-Vertical at 2. [The respective 256 

type II encodings for these two scenes are (1,6) and (2,5). The shuffled values (6,1) and (5,2) are still 257 

unambiguous for the type II non-topographic code, but shuffling changes meaning for the type V 258 

topographic code.] 259 

 260 

2.5.2. Formal symbolism for the general case 261 

Formally, the type V code is a version of the type II code (Eqs. -) in which the j-subscript of j 262 

derives from the particular location Brj at which a B-condition is satisfied rather than from the value 263 

that B takes: 264 

B(Brj) = BS(n)   {<sa,b>(j), (a,b)  S(n)}       (). 265 

Eq.  amends Eq.  by dropping the j-subscript from BS(n) and adding it instead to r, thus making the 266 

topographic nature of the code formally explicit. 267 
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Similarly, the type V version of Eq.  is 268 

B(Brj)  S(n)  {<sa,b>(j), (a,b)  S(n)}       () 269 

(where, as in Eq. , S(n) and S(m) must be non-overlapping sets if n  m).  270 

 271 

2.6. Type VI codes: maximally topographic dedicated-values-for-feature-instances 272 

2.6.1. Illustrative example 273 

In a “Type VI” code there are dedicated values for each feature instance (as in type III and type IV 274 

codes) but these values do not index environmental-location-of-feature (as they do in a type III code), 275 

nor are they distinct across feature type (as they are in a type IV code). Each of the sixteen possible 276 

conscious scenes is then encoded (Table 2) by four numbers, as in type III code and type IV codes. 277 

However, in the type VI code all four numbers are drawn from the same set (in Table 2, the set 278 

{1,2}), whereas type III codes use non-overlapping sets of values for all four entries (in Table 2, the 279 

set {1, …, 8}) and type IV codes uses distinct values for different feature types (in Table 2, the set 280 

{1, 2} is used for edge-orientations, and the set {3, 4} for colors). The type VI code is the maximally 281 

topographic variant of the type III code, because locations at which values occur are relevant to 282 

meaning, and the encoding significance of location is used to reduce the number of different 283 

encoding values to the smallest possible (binary) set. 284 

For example, in type VI code shown in Table 2, (1,2,2,1) encodes Red-Horizontal at 1 and 285 

Green-Vertical at 2 whereas (2,1,1,2) encodes Green-Vertical at 1 and Red-Horizontal at 2. [The 286 

respective type III encodings for these two scenes are (1,4,6,7) and (2,3,5,8). Any permutations of 287 

these encodings e.g. (4,1,7,6) and (3,2,5,8) are still unambiguous for the type III non-topographic 288 

code, but shuffling changes meaning for the type VI topographic code.] 289 

 290 

2.6.2. Formal symbolism for the general case 291 

Formally, let distinct values Bb encode each b-value for <sa,b>, and let the a-index of <sa,b> and the  j-292 

index of j be determined by the corresponding index of the location Bra,j at which a B-value occurs. 293 

Then the occurrence of the physical state B = Bb at Bra,j creates the conscious experience of the 294 

feature <sa,b> at j, i.e. 295 

B(Bra,j) = Bb   <sa,b>(j)         () 296 

More generally, each b-value can be encoded by a multi-member set of B-values b, so that 297 

<sa,b>(j) is generated when any B-value in b occurs at Braj, i.e. 298 

B(Bra,j)  b   <sa,b>(j)                   () 299 

(where, as in Eqs.  and ,  b and d must be non-overlapping sets if b  d).  300 
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 301 

3. Physical orthodoxy restricts viable consciousness-encodings in a single-subject setting 302 

Section 2 illustrated a variety of potential (single-subject) encodings of consciousness. In this 303 

Section, the condition that resultant theories-of-consciousness be physically orthodox is imposed, 304 

leading to consequent encoding restrictions [derived previously in detail in (Rosseinsky, 2014a, 305 

2014b)]. 306 

The two primary aspects of physical orthodoxy that restrict encoding of consciousness are locality 307 

(Rosseinsky, 2014a) and spatial homogeneity (Rosseinsky, 2014b) of causality. The two aspects 308 

impose restrictions on encodings of consciousness [3.2-3.7] that do not apply to “behavioral 309 

encoding” (i.e. the computational neuroscience of behavior: [3.1]), because physically-orthodox 310 

theories-of-consciousness cannot hypothesize intermediary physical structure between final encoding 311 

of consciousness and components-of-experience, whereas the dependence of behavior on sensory 312 

encoding is mediated by a massive amount of physical structure (i.e. the “non-sensory brain”). 313 

Physical structure supporting behavioral computations ensures that these processes inherently obey 314 

requirements of physical orthodoxy, whereas the absence of such structure in physically-orthodox 315 

theories-of-consciousness (Rosseinsky, 2014a) means that explicit restrictions must be applied to 316 

ensure that physical orthodoxy is always obeyed (Rosseinsky, 2014a, 2014b). 317 

 318 

3.1. Wide variety of viable codes for behavioral computations 319 

As will be discussed in [3.1.1-3.1.3], behavioral computations (as opposed to encodings-of-320 

consciousness) can employ any of the stereotypical codes described in Section 2 without restriction, 321 

as well as other types of code not discussed in Section 2 (see [3.1.4]). 322 

 323 

3.1.1. “Grandmother cell” and single-scalar schemes: type I codes 324 

Although topographic codes are prevalent in early human sensory processing (Kaas, 1997), it is in 325 

principle possible that a single later cell might integrate information from multiple earlier 326 

topographies and thus encode the entirety of the external environment in its dynamical behavior. For 327 

example, the type I column in Table 2 can be interpreted as sixteen different firing-rates of a single 328 

cell. This interpretation of the type I code will be termed a “single-scalar” code, because it uses 329 

various values of a single-location physical measure, as opposed to a vector of many locations. 330 

Alternatively, the sixteen type I values can be interpreted as different locations of cells, each 331 

dedicated to encoding a particular external environment. A code in which individual cells are 332 

dedicated to encoding highly-specific complex combinations of features is termed a “grandmother 333 

cell” approach (Gross, 2002). Debates in the literature concerning the computational merits and 334 

biological plausibility of “grandmother cell” approaches (Bowers, 2009) vs. parallel and distributed 335 

alternatives (Plaut and McClelland, 2010) are neglected here, because the present objective is to 336 

describe the full set of possibilities for encoding-of-consciousness, rather than to perform a 337 

comparative assessment of behavioral codes. The relevant distinction for encoding-of-consciousness 338 

is between a single-scalar approach that uses many different values at a single location, and a 339 
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“grandmother cell” approach that uses a single value at many different locations: these two sub-types 340 

of type I codes have different viabilities under physical orthodoxy [3.5.3]. 341 

 342 

3.1.2. Uber-map topographic schemes: type II and type V codes 343 

Two qualitatively different forms of topographic code discussed in previous papers (Rosseinsky, 344 

2014a, 2014b) are relevant to present considerations. The first is the “uber-map” approach, in which 345 

a single topographic map encodes all features of the environment. If there are NE distinct locations in 346 

the external environment that are sampled for the purposes of sensory encoding, then an uber-map 347 

contains NE dynamically-relevant locations (neglecting the possibility of distributed encoding). Thus, 348 

by inspection of Table 2, uber-maps can only employ type II or type V codes, because these are the 349 

only codes with two encoding locations (corresponding to the two environmental locations, i.e. NE = 350 

2, in the illustrative example). Moreover, type II and type V codes can both be interpreted as 351 

topographies, because in each case (as written in Table 2), the first number encodes features at 1 and 352 

the second number encodes features at 2, and the two numbers are independent. (Type II codes were 353 

described as non-topographic in [2.2], which is strictly correct, because these codes are insensitive to 354 

permutation. However, they can be employed in a topographic map in a redundant manner, wherein 355 

both B-value and brain-location encode conscious-experiential location.) 356 

 357 

3.1.3. Many-map topographic schemes: type III, type IV and type VI codes 358 

The second type of approach to topographic encoding is a many map scheme, in which there is a 359 

topographic map dedicated to each feature type (Rosseinsky, 2014a). If there are NE distinct locations 360 

in the external environment and NF feature types, then a many-map scheme contains NE  NF 361 

encoding locations. Examination of Table 2 shows that type III, type IV, and type VI codes can all be 362 

interpreted as many-map topographic encodings (although type III codes contain redundant 363 

information, if interpreted topographically). 364 

 365 

3.1.4. More complex codes available for behavior 366 

Whereas the codes illustrated in Section 2 are of a very simple kind, behavioral codes can in principle 367 

be arbitrarily complex (Churchland and Sejnowski, 1992; Tsodyks et al., 1996; Rieke et al., 1997; 368 

Reinagel and Reid, 2000; Haynes and Rees, 2006; Pillow et al., 2008; Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009; 369 

Panzeri et al., 2010), provided that codes are amenable to decoding by biophysically feasible means. 370 

For example, behavioral codes can in principle use a variety of different physical measures 371 

simultaneously [such as power at various frequencies and a wide variety of phase relationships 372 

(Makeig et al., 2004)], as well as employing complex spatiotemporal patterns. Thus, feasible 373 

behavioral codes range far beyond the set illustrated in Section 2. 374 

However, more complex codes of these kinds are not viable as final codes for consciousness under 375 

physical orthodoxy, because they must be integrated or assimilated to create a direct, physically local, 376 

spatiotemporally point-like code (Rosseinsky, 2014a), and no machinery can exist to perform this 377 

integration in a physically-orthodox theory-of-consciousness. (In a physically-orthodox theory, the 378 
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brain is the only apparatus available to perform integration.) Thus, feasible codes for consciousness 379 

are limited in the first instance to the set illustrated in Section 2 (or close variants). Moreover, even 380 

this set is subject to further restrictions under physical orthodoxy, as discussed in [3.4-3.7]. 381 

 382 

3.2. Physical orthodoxy excludes distributed codes for consciousness 383 

A distributed code uses activity at many locations to encode a single fundamental piece of 384 

information (Rosseinsky, 2014a). Distributed codes are ubiquitous in early sensory processing, but 385 

cannot be used in physically-orthodox theories-of-consciousness because they violate locality of 386 

physical action (Rosseinsky, 2014a). Thus, distributed codes can be thought of as another form of 387 

“complex code” available to behavior but not consciousness [3.1.4]. 388 

 389 

3.3. Physically orthodox theories use sub-domain or property approaches 390 

Any complete theory-of-consciousness must propose a definitive relationship between orthodox 391 

physical space and conscious-experiential space (Rosseinsky, 2014a). Two approaches to this 392 

relationship are available for physically-orthodox theories. First, in “sub-domain” schemes, 393 

conscious-experiential space is a sub-domain of orthodox physical space. Second, in “property” 394 

schemes, conscious-experiential space is a property of brain dynamics, and is both ontologically 395 

subordinate to, and topologically disconnected from, orthodox physical space. [A variety of other, 396 

non-orthodox, possibilities are discussed in (Rosseinsky, 2014b).] Viable coding approaches for 397 

consciousness depend on whether a sub-domain or property approach is employed, as discussed 398 

respectively in [3.4] and [3.5]. 399 

 400 

3.4. Sub-domain approaches recapitulate subjective geometry or require dual metrics 401 

Sub-domain approaches can be of two kinds. If an uber-map (a single topographic map for all 402 

features simultaneously [3.1.2]) recapitulates subjective geometry (Rosseinsky, 2014a), then 403 

orthodox physical space can directly contain conscious experience, without further elaboration. 404 

Alternatively, if features are encoded either in a many-map scheme or in an uber-map that does not 405 

recapitulate subjective geometry, a second metric must exist on orthodox space that ensures the 406 

arrangement of features-in-experience corresponds to subjective geometry. [As noted in an earlier 407 

discussion (Rosseinsky, 2014b), the attribution of physically-orthodox status to dual metric 408 

approaches is at best debatable.] 409 

 410 

3.4.1. Sub-domain uber-maps: type II and type V codes viable 411 

For behavioral codes, both type II and type V codes are viable approaches in an uber-map setting 412 

[3.1.2]. For consciousness-encoding in a sub-domain approach employing an uber-map, this 413 

continues to be true (but does not continue to hold for uber-map consciousness-encoding in a 414 

property approach [3.5.1]). However, of later significance [4.2] for the multi-subject setting will be 415 

the fact that sub-domain uber-maps not directly recapitulating subjective geometry must employ a 416 
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dual metric. 417 

 418 

3.4.2.  Sub-domain many-maps: type III and type IV but not type VI codes viable 419 

For behavioral codes, type III, type IV, and type VI codes are all viable approaches in a many-map 420 

scheme [3.1.3]. For consciousness-encoding in a sub-domain approach employing many-maps, type 421 

III and type IV but not type VI codes are viable, under physical orthodoxy. The exclusion of type VI 422 

codes for consciousness under physical orthodoxy follows from spatial homogeneity of causality 423 

(Rosseinsky, 2014b). Consider, for example, the entry “1,1,1,1” in the first row of the “Type VI” 424 

column in Table 2. The first “1” in this code has the effect “conscious-experience of Red at 1”, 425 

while the second “1” has the effect “conscious-experience of Vertical-edge at 1”: two identical 426 

physical conditions (“B = 1”) have two different effects, depending on the location at which they 427 

occur, which is not consistent with spatial homogeneity of causality (Rosseinsky, 2014b).  428 

Of later significance [4.2] for the multi-subject setting will be the fact that every sub-domain 429 

many-map code must employ a dual metric. (For sub-domain uber-maps [3.4.1], only non-430 

recapitulating geometries are subject to this constraint – a many-map approach cannot directly 431 

recapitulate subjective geometry, because feature types are inherently spatially segregated). 432 

 433 

3.5. Property approaches require dynamical encoding of  coordinates 434 

If conscious-experiential space is a property of brain dynamics in a physically-orthodox theory-of-435 

consciousness, then the -location of a brain-encoded feature must also be encoded by brain 436 

dynamics, rather than being entailed by brain-location of encoding (Rosseinsky, 2014b). This follows 437 

from spatial homogeneity of causality: otherwise, identical local B-states at two different locations 438 

would have different consequences (i.e. different -coordinates). 439 

 440 

3.5.1. Property uber-maps: type II but not type V codes viable 441 

For behavioral encoding, both type II and type V codes are viable approaches in an uber-map setting 442 

[3.1.2]. However, for consciousness-encoding in a property approach employing an uber-map, only 443 

type II codes are viable, because type V codes do not value-encode the -coordinate of feature-444 

combinations. Consider, for example, the entry “1,1” in the first row of the “Type V” column in 445 

Table 2. The first “1” has the effect “conscious-experience of Red-Vertical at 1”, and the second “1” 446 

has the effect “conscious-experience of Red-Vertical at 2”, thus violating spatial homogeneity of 447 

causality. 448 

 449 

3.5.2. Property many-maps: type III but not type IV or type VI codes viable 450 

For behavioral codes, type III, type IV, and type VI codes are all viable approaches in a many-map 451 

approach [3.1.3]. For consciousness-encoding in a sub-domain approach employing many-maps, type 452 
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III but not type IV or type VI codes are viable, under physical orthodoxy [3.4.2]. Type IV codes are 453 

viable under the sub-domain approach (because requisite -coordinates follow from r locations) but 454 

not under the property approach (because -coordinates are not directly value-encoded in the type IV 455 

code). This follows from spatial homogeneity of causality: the condition B = 1, for example (Table 456 

2), has two different conscious-experiential effects, namely “Red at 1” and “Red at 2”. (The 457 

exclusion of type VI codes for property schemes under physical orthodoxy also follows from spatial 458 

homogeneity, just as in [3.4.2].)  459 

 460 

3.5.3. Single-scalar type I code viable for property but not sub-domain approaches 461 

The single-scalar version [3.1.1] of the type I code is viable for property but not sub-domain 462 

approaches if physical orthodoxy applies. Because sub-domain approaches employ orthodox physical 463 

space as the container for conscious experience, single-scalar sub-domain approaches must be non-464 

local (activity at a single location in orthodox space has effects at many other locations in orthodox 465 

space). In contrast, under certain interpretations of the property approach (Rosseinsky, 2014b), 466 

activity at a single location in orthodox space can have effects at many locations in conscious-467 

experiential space without incurring non-locality [because the locality requirement from physical 468 

orthodoxy applies to r-to-r displacements, not to r-to- displacements, although what can be 469 

transferred from r-to- is limited by the conception of the property approach as physically orthodox 470 

(Rosseinsky, 2014a)]. 471 

However, the “grandmother cell” version [3.1.1] of the type I code is not physically orthodox, 472 

even for property approaches, because it violates spatial homogeneity of causality (homogeneous 473 

activity in different cells leads to different conscious scenes). 474 

 475 

3.6. Spatial homogeneity severely restricts occurrence of B encoding-values 476 

Consider a specific firing pattern in a specific neuron that is interpretable as encoding the existence 477 

of a particular feature in the external environment. Trivially, the occurrence of this same pattern in a 478 

different neuron cannot generally be interpreted as the same encoding (except under very special 479 

circumstances, e.g. when the two neurons always fire in the same pattern, by virtue of mutual 480 

connectivity). Thus, dynamical states that have behavioral encoding significance at a given brain-481 

location can occur elsewhere in the brain without generating the same encoding. This is not true for 482 

B-encodings of consciousness under physical orthodoxy. 483 

Consider a condition, B = 1 say, whose satisfaction generates some component-of-consciousness 484 

<sa,b>(j). Under physical orthodoxy, if B = 1 anywhere in the brain then <sa,b> must be generated. 485 

This follows from spatial homogeneity of causality, and the fact that no intermediate machinery can 486 

be invoked by a physically-orthodox theory-of-consciousness. Therefore, B = 1 states can only occur 487 

when sa,b is present in the external environment. The strength of this observation cannot be 488 

overstated: B-states implicated in the physically-orthodox generation of components-of-489 

consciousness must be precisely restricted in a global sense by brain biophysics, and both the fact of 490 

this control and the biophysical mechanisms required to implement it should be extremely powerful 491 

indicators towards the physical basis of consciousness, if physical orthodoxy pertains (Rosseinsky, 492 

2014b). One demonstration of the power of this result is that it excludes the electromagnetic-field 493 
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(“e.m.-field”) activity of the brain as the final encoding substrate for consciousness under physical 494 

orthodoxy, because e.m.-field states cannot be of the precisely-restricted kind (Rosseinsky, 2014b). 495 

 496 

3.7. Physical orthodoxy admits limited set of encoding methods for consciousness 497 

Table 3 summarises the situations in which the various codes introduced in Section 2 can be viable 498 

bases for consciousness under physical orthodoxy, thus encapsulating much of the discussion of [3.1-499 

3.5]. Two features are directly apparent from Table 3. First, under physical orthodoxy, type VI codes 500 

that are valid for behavioral encoding [3.1.3] are never viable bases for consciousness. Second, other 501 

codes (of types I to V) are only valid under the specific accompanying circumstances defined in the 502 

Table rows. These two observations indicate some of the restrictions that physical orthodoxy imposes 503 

on consciousness-encoding. 504 

However, the most significant restrictions imposed by physical orthodoxy are not directly present 505 

in Table 3. First, Table 3 does not show (directly) the huge variety of codes viable for behavior but 506 

not for consciousness [3.1.4; 3.2; 3.5.3]. Put differently, Table 3 is remarkable for the very few 507 

approaches that it includes. Second, Table 3 does not show explicitly that the occurrence of B-values 508 

with consciousness-encoding significance must be strictly controlled [3.6], which is possibly the 509 

most powerful single restriction on encoding-of-consciousness as compared to encoding-for-510 

behavior. 511 

 512 

4. Additional restrictions in a multi-subject setting 513 

Section 3 constructed the set of all possible encoding bases for consciousness in a physically-514 

orthodox single-subject setting, culminating in the rather small and restricted set of approaches 515 

displayed in Table 3 and discussed in [3.7]. This Section identifies further restrictions on 516 

consciousness-encodings that occur in the physically-orthodox multi-subject case. 517 

 518 

4.1. Formalism for the multi-subject setting 519 

In a multi-subject setting, conscious-experiential coordinate systems  must be constructed for each 520 

subject. Let the coordinate system for the n-th subject be denoted by n, so that locations in the 521 

experience of the first subject are indexed by coordinates 11, 12, … etc., whereas locations in the 522 

experience of the second subject are indexed by 21, 22, …, and so forth. The generic expression for 523 

the generation of conscious experience in a single-subject setting is (Eqs. ,,,,, and ) 524 

B(r)  X   <sa,b>(j)                   () 525 

for some set X, where r and X on the left-hand side (“LHS”) jointly determine the values of a, b, and 526 

j on the right-hand side (“RHS”), in a theory-dependent manner. For example, in Eq. , X  T(m) and 527 

T(m) determines collection of (a,b,j) values [and (a,b,j) values are independent of r], whereas in Eq. 528 

, X  b determines the b-value and r = Braj determines the a- and j-values. 529 
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The generic equation corresponding to Eq.  for the multi-subject setting is 530 

 B(r)  X   <sa,b>(nj)                  (), 531 

which obviously has an extra subscript n on the RHS whose value must be set in some way by 532 

conditions on the LHS. Under physical orthodoxy, this n-value can be set in one of two ways, 533 

depending on whether conscious-experiential space is a sub-domain of orthodox space or a property 534 

of brain dynamics [3.3]. As will be shown in [4.2], for physically-orthodox sub-domain approaches, 535 

the n-value can follow from an n-label attached to the r-coordinate on the LHS of Eq. . That is, 536 

instead of writing Brj for B-encoding locations (as in Eqs. , , and ), in the multi-subject setting 537 

the proper formalism is to write B,nrj for the j-th encoding location in the n-th subject. However, as 538 

will be shown in [4.3], for physically-orthodox property approaches, the n-value on the RHS of Eq. 539 

 cannot follow from B,nrj because this would violate spatial homogeneity of causality. Instead, there 540 

must be an additional n-subscript on the X-set on the LHS, which means that codes for consciousness 541 

must vary by subject. 542 

 543 

4.2. Sub-domain approach in the multi-subject setting 544 

4.2.1. Multi-subject n-value of n follows from n-value of nr in sub-domain approach 545 

In sub-domain approaches, components of conscious experience exist in the same space as the brain-546 

dynamics that encode them. Under the locality required by physical orthodoxy, components of 547 

consciousness are also generated at the same location as their encoding dynamics. Thus, collections 548 

of components are naturally grouped together in space, by virtue of being co-located with particular 549 

brains (Figure 2). Hence, a particular feature (or component-of-consciousness) belongs 550 

unambiguously to a particular collection, i.e. to a particular subject’s experience.  This (sub-domain 551 

contingent) physical fact makes it formally valid for the n-value of nj to be set by the n-value of B,nrj. 552 

In formal terms, the notation r() was introduced in (Rosseinsky, 2014b) for sub-domain 553 

approaches, to emphasize that -coordinates are simply additional labels for locations already 554 

labelled by r coordinates. [In this notation, r(…) is a function that can only take -coordinates as its 555 

argument. The notation with this specific meaning is, of course, applicable to sub-domain but not 556 

property approaches.] In the multi-subject setting, then, it is possible to write 557 

  nj = r
-1

(B,nrj)                              (). 558 

where r
-1

(…) is the inverse function of r(…), that takes (certain) r-coordinates as argument, and 559 

evaluates to corresponding -labels. Grouping together of the nj for a given subject (i.e. a particular 560 

n) then follows from the grouping together in orthodox physical space of the B,nrj (for the same n) 561 

(Figure 2). The B,nrj are grouped together in orthodox physical space because they label points within 562 

the n-th brain. 563 

 564 

4.2.2. Dual-metric approaches not physically orthodox in the multi-subject setting 565 

Once generated at the same point as their encoding dynamics (in a local sub-domain theory), 566 
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components-of-consciousness are either already arranged in a manner that generates subjective 567 

experience, or they must be construed as existing in an alternative configuration that does generate 568 

subjective experience. The latter construal was formally described in (Rosseinsky, 2014a) as a “dual-569 

metric” approach, because points in orthodox space must be conceived of being arranged relatively in 570 

two different ways (i.e. in both objective and subjective configurations). As noted in (Rosseinsky, 571 

2014b), whether a dual-metric theory can be considered physically-orthodox is debatable, even in a 572 

single-subject setting, because orthodox physics recognizes only one metric. However, dual-metric 573 

approaches were described initially and have been maintained thus far because they preserve the sub-574 

domain version of an intuition that “features-in-experience need not be arranged relatively in space as 575 

are their encoding dynamics” (so to speak). Moreover, excluding dual-metric approaches 576 

significantly reduces the set of sub-domain theories, because a dual-metric is required by any sub-577 

domain encoding approach other than an uber-map [3.1.2] that directly recapitulates subjective 578 

geometry without re-arrangement. 579 

In a multi-subject setting, the dual-metric conception is definitively inconsistent with physical 580 

orthodoxy, because it supposes an effect without a cause (or attributes non-orthodox effects to 581 

physical brains). To see this, consider an r coordinate system whose origin is fixed relative to the 582 

earth’s surface, and two subjects (labelled n = 1 and n = 2), initially at rest with respect to the r-583 

origin. Let 1r0 be the coordinates for the center of subject 1’s brain, and take the origin of the 1 584 

coordinate system to be this same point (i.e. the point also labelled 1r0). Similarly, let 2r0 denote the 585 

center of subject 2’s brain, and let the origin of the 2 coordinate system be the point labelled 2r0. 586 

Under the dual-metric concept, there is a set of points in the neighborhood of 1r0 that have a special 587 

physical property (namely, dual arrangements), and there is another set of points in the neighborhood 588 

of 2r0 that also have this special property. Note that specific details of the special property differ at 589 

the two locations, because the rearrangement depends on the locations of brain-encoding sites 590 

relative to 1r0 and 2r0, respectively (Figure 4). Next, consider the movement of subject 2 relative to 591 

subject 1, and let the new location of the center of subject 2’s brain be labelled 2r0. Now the special 592 

property applies in the neighborhoods of 1r0 and 2r0, i.e. the regions in which metric-duality applies 593 

must co-move with subjects. This movement of special neighborhoods is an effect without a cause, 594 

unless the dual metric is caused by some aspect of the physical brain (which is a non-orthodox 595 

property). In single-subject settings, physically-orthodox characterization of dual-metric suggestions 596 

implicitly relies on a conception of metric-duality as an inherent physical property of a subject-597 

centric universe. However, the multi-subject setting reveals the untenable nature of this attempt. 598 

 599 

4.2.3. Exclusion of dual-metric approach excludes most sub-domain codes 600 

Because “a dual-metric is required by any sub-domain encoding approach other than an uber-map 601 

that directly recapitulates subjective geometry without re-arrangement” [4.2.2], the exclusion of dual-602 

metric approaches from the class of physically-orthodox theories-of-consciousness [4.2.2] means that 603 

most sub-domain codes are not physically orthodox. Specifically, many-map approaches and uber-604 

maps that do not inherently recapitulate subjective geometry cannot be physically orthodox, thus 605 

excluding the encoding approaches in the second and third rows of Table 3. 606 

  607 

4.3. Property approach in the multi-subject setting 608 
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4.3.1. Multi-subject n-value of n follows from n-value of …,n in property approach 609 

In the property approach, components of conscious experience are generated in a conscious-610 

experiential space that is distinct from orthodox physical space. Under physical orthodoxy, the 611 

coordinate locations of components-of-consciousness within this space must be specified by brain 612 

dynamics, so that, for example, the B-value encoding “Red at 1” must differ from the B-value 613 

encoding “Red at 2”. This follows from the spatial homogeneity of causality, together with the 614 

absence of intermediate physical structure linking r- and -locations in a physically-orthodox theory-615 

of-consciousness (Rosseinsky, 2014b). Similarly, in the multi-subject setting, the B-value encoding 616 

“Red at 11” (i.e. subject 1’s “Red at 1”) must differ from the B-value encoding “Red at 21” (i.e. 617 

subject 2’s “Red at 1”). Otherwise, a single B-value would have two different effects, creating 618 

features at both 11 and 21. (Note that -coordinate systems must be distinguished by subject in this 619 

way, otherwise all brains generate features in a single coordinate system, i.e. in a single collective 620 

experience, which is counterfactual.) 621 

Formally, the variation of B-encoding values across subject means that the -sets in Eqs. , , and 622 

 acquire an extra n-subscript, becoming respectively T(m),n, S(m), j, n, and abj,n. (Only Eqs. , , and  623 

are extended in this way, because physically-orthodox property approaches can only employ codes of 624 

types I, II, and III [3.5].) 625 

 626 

4.3.2. Details but not number of valid property codes change in the multi-subject setting 627 

Whereas the multi-subject setting excludes certain kinds of sub-domain codes that were considered 628 

valid in the single subject setting, the multi-subject setting does not change the overall number of 629 

valid property codes. However, the details of each kind of valid property code change in the multi-630 

subject setting, because physically-orthodox property-based codes must be subject-dependent. 631 

  632 

4.4. Multi-subject setting restricts and defines physically-orthodox consciousness-encodings 633 

Restrictions on valid codes resulting from physical orthodoxy in a single-subject setting were 634 

discussed in [3.7], and displayed in Table 3. Table 4 updates Table 3 to reflect further restrictions on 635 

valid codes in the multi-subject setting. Notably, Table 4 contains about half as many valid codes as 636 

Table 3, and shows a reduction in the number of sub-domain codes but a change in the details of 637 

property codes. (Restrictions discussed in [3.7] but not explicitly shown in Table 3 still apply in the 638 

multi-subject setting, i.e. Table 4 must be complemented by the same additional restrictions as Table 639 

3.) 640 

 641 

5. Discussion  642 

5.1. Experimental predictions 643 

Restrictions on codes are experimental predictions, because both codes themselves and the 644 

biophysical infrastructure to generate them must be observable (Rosseinsky, 2014a, 2014b). 645 
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Although brain-dynamical observations of the human brain in vivo at the neuronal and molecular 646 

level are not presently feasible, two currently active modes of enquiry can verify or refute the 647 

existence of restricted codes of the kinds identified here. First, detailed anatomical and biophysical 648 

mapping of brain structure (Alivisatos et al., 2013) can provide insight into the classes of codes that 649 

brains can generate. Second, the output from large scale brain simulations (Markram, 2006) can be 650 

parsed for the existence of candidate B-measures meeting restrictions. Notably, the set of viable 651 

codes for consciousness are all dramatically simpler than presently hypothesized behavioral codes, so 652 

that their occurrence and machinery for their generation should be very visible. 653 

Table 3 summarises structural restrictions on physically-orthodox codes resulting from prior 654 

single-subject considerations (Rosseinsky, 2014a, 2014b), and Table 4 shows how these restrictions 655 

become stronger in the multi-subject setting. A notable further condition on all physically-orthodox 656 

codes is that B-values encoding for components-of-consciousness can only occur in severely 657 

restricted and specific circumstances [3.6], i.e. if and only if the existence of the corresponding 658 

environmental feature is encoded in brain dynamics. 659 

  660 

5.2. Observations excluding physical orthodoxy inform theory-of-consciousness 661 

Empirical observations excluding the existence of any code meeting the restrictions of Table 4 would 662 

establish the significant result that consciousness is not a physically-orthodox phenomenon. As 663 

discussed in earlier work (Rosseinsky, 2014a, 2014b), physical orthodoxy could then be relaxed in 664 

one of two ways. In one direction, otherwise-universal principles of locality and spatial homogeneity 665 

of causality might not apply to the generation of consciousness. In another direction, locality and 666 

homogeneity can be preserved at the cost of theories-of-consciousness that utilize either extra 667 

dimensions or non-orthodox particle spectra to hypothesize intermediate physical structure. 668 

  669 

5.3. Observations within orthodox set inform theory-of-consciousness 670 

Empirical observations supporting the existence of a code meeting the restrictions of Table 4 would 671 

allow persistence of the mainstream view (Anderson, 1972; Baars, 1988; Edelman, 1989; Crick and 672 

Koch, 1990; Tononi and Edelman, 1998; Tegmark, 2000; Churchland, 2005; Baars and Edelman, 673 

2012) that consciousness is a physically-orthodox phenomenon. Moreover, such observations would 674 

provide useful information of two kinds. First, the physical substrate of the code at the molecular or 675 

neuronal level would provide strong indications of the actual physical basis of consciousness, 676 

dramatically narrowing the scope for further experimental investigations. Second, as illustrated in 677 

Table 5, the kind of code observed would typically narrow the leading candidates for the explanation 678 

of consciousness within the physically-orthodox setting. For example, if a type II code with 679 

recapitulation of subjective geometry and without cross-subject variation is observed (the first row of 680 

Table 5), then the central candidate must be the sub-domain approach. The only ambiguous case is a 681 

type II code that both varies by subject and recapitulates subjective geometry (fourth row, Table 5), 682 

which supports both property and sub-domain theories. 683 

  684 
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5.4. “Strictest” physical orthodoxy excludes sub-domain approaches 685 

The definition of physical orthodoxy adopted so far has emphasized two separate aspects. First, 686 

repeated explicit appeals have been made to locality and spatial homogeneity of causality. Second, in 687 

order to exclude the possibility of intermediate physical structure beyond the orthodox quark-688 

electron-photon constituted brain, an orthodox three-dimensional spatial setting containing standard 689 

particle types has been emphasized. These aspects of physical orthodoxy are uncontroversial. 690 

In order to provide a complete assessment of the relationship between physical orthodoxy and 691 

theories-of-consciousness, note that the “strictest” definition of physical orthodoxy further extends 692 

the usual conception to include ontology-independence of theories (Russell, 1927). That is, if an 693 

empirically unsupported axiomatic assertion of a conventionally realist ontology is to be avoided, 694 

science must be built on foundations that admit every conceivable ontology. Certainly, although this 695 

is not usually emphasized, all theories and observations in physical (as opposed to biological) science 696 

are explicitly consistent with ontological-independence, because physical science is reducible to 697 

quantitative measures made by instruments and explanation of these measures by purely 698 

mathematical theories. However, not all theories-of-consciousness discussed here are ontology-699 

independent, because the sub-domain approach relies on the existence of space in a conventionally 700 

realist (or similar) ontology. Thus, adopting the strictest view of physical orthodoxy excludes sub-701 

domain theories from the physically orthodox class. 702 

  703 

5.5. Evolutionary and developmental problems in property approaches 704 

As noted in a previous paper (Rosseinsky, 2014b), the exclusion of the e.m.-field as the final 705 

encoding substrate for consciousness [3.6] accentuates problems (Velmans, 2012) associated with the 706 

evolutionary explanation of physically-orthodox consciousness. Evolutionary problems originate in 707 

an assumption that consciousness is not causally efficacious (Huxley, 1893), as is necessarily 708 

assumed by a physically-orthodox theory-of-consciousness. Multi-subject results here further 709 

accentuate these problems, especially for property approaches in which the encoding of 710 

consciousness must vary by subject. (For sub-domain approaches, the multi-subject setting restricts 711 

codes to uber-maps recapitulating subjective geometry. These theories are, to say the least, peculiar 712 

from an evolutionary perspective, because there are no selective pressures to ensure the appropriate 713 

geometry of encoding dynamics, if consciousness is not causally efficacious. However, evolutionary 714 

problems are even greater for property approaches.) 715 

If a property approach is to explain consciousness, there must be a large number of disjoint sets of 716 

B-states, each of which can fully encode complete conscious experiences (i.e. every feature 717 

combination at every -location). Moreover, each human brain must create B-values in precisely one 718 

of these sets, and evolutionary and developmental processes must exist to ensure that this happens. 719 

(Otherwise, a space indexed by a given n coordinate system will contain experiences from more 720 

than one brain.) Although it is possible to imagine complex genetic processes that could ensure that 721 

there is no overlap between the B-sets in any two brains, there are again no selective pressures to 722 

create this outcome when consciousness is not causally efficacious. 723 

  724 
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5.6. The unity of conscious experience 725 

5.6.1. New characterizations of aspects of unity offered by present approach 726 

The “unity of consciousness” has been discussed by various commentators (Cleeremans, 2003; 727 

Bayne, 2012), primarily from philosophical and psychological rather physical or biophysical 728 

viewpoints. The present series offers an entirely new characterization of various aspects of unity, by 729 

framing properties of conscious experience in terms of spaces and coordinates. For example, an 730 

earlier discussion (Rosseinsky, 2014b) pointed out that the single-subject binding problem in 731 

exteroceptive conscious experience (sometimes described as the problem of “representational unity” 732 

of consciousness; Figure 5A,B) can be framed as the question of how various <sab> that relate to a 733 

single location Xr1 (say) in the external environment come to have the same 1 coordinate, rather an a 734 

variety of unequal -coordinates (i.e. locations in conscious-experiential space). Notably, present 735 

formalism emphasizes that conscious-experiential binding problems relate to the generation of 736 

{<sab>} at j locations, whereas the binding problem in behavioral computation [or the “general 737 

coordination problem” (Feldman, 2013)] concerns the very different issue of spatial convergence in 738 

r-space of various dynamical states that encode environmental features {sab}. 739 

 740 

5.6.2. New characterizations are naturally physical rather than philosophical 741 

Characterizations of unity problems offered by the present approach advance the field significantly, 742 

because problems framed in terms of spaces and coordinates are expressed in a basically physical 743 

language: r-coordinates and the space that they label are amongst the most fundamental components 744 

of physical theory; direct contact with physics is immediately achieved by describing unity issues in 745 

terms of -coordinates, conscious-experiential spaces, and the relationship between these constructs 746 

and orthodox physical space. For example, the previous discussion (Rosseinsky, 2014b) of 747 

representational unity [5.6.1] pointed out that various sub-domain- and property-based solutions can 748 

be reframed in terms of  certain (physical) generation-of-<sab>-at-j properties possessed by certain 749 

(physical) B-states. 750 

 751 

5.6.3. Unity of feature-type spaces 752 

Another (single-subject) unity-of-consciousness problem, somewhat related to representational unity 753 

[5.6.1], will be termed here the “unity of feature-type spaces”. Whereas representational unity 754 

concerns coordinate-values in a single -space, the unity of feature-type spaces asks why a 755 

multiplicity of feature types are experienced in a single -space rather than in a multiplicity of -756 

spaces, one for each feature type (Figure 5C,D). This problem is broadly analogous to what has been 757 

termed the problem of “co-consciousness” (Bayne, 2001), and the present approach offers a simple 758 

resolution in terms of an empirical observation: there is only one, topologically-connected, -space 759 

associated with a given brain, and all components-of-experience are generated within this space. 760 

Although “why” questions can be asked with respect to this observation, these are somewhat 761 

analogous to questions of why there is “only one r-space” (so to speak): in both cases, topologically-762 

disconnected multiplicities of sub-spaces are conceivable, but have no empirical support. 763 
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 764 

5.6.4. Collections of <sab> generated by n-th and m-th brains are disjoint 765 

The problem of representational unity [5.6.1] concerns the generation of identical -coordinates for 766 

multiple feature types. The unity of feature-type spaces (or problem of co-consciousness) [5.6.3] 767 

concerns the existence of a single -space for multiple feature types. Another unity-of-consciousness 768 

issue concerns why “I” experience components-of-consciousness generated by “my” brain but not by 769 

“your” brain, and vice versa (Figure 5E,F). This question has been termed the problem of “subject 770 

unity” (Bayne, 2009), although in the present approach it is more naturally characterized via the 771 

disjoint nature of <sab>-collections generated by the n-th and m-th brains, i.e. as a property of 772 

separation between otherwise unified collections, rather than directly as a further unity problem. Put 773 

differently, the problem of subject unity is the same as the problem of privacy of conscious 774 

experience: why is it that individual brains generate contributions-to-consciousness in private, 775 

dedicated n-spaces rather than in one common -space? 776 

The disjoint or private nature of contributions-to-consciousness was a critical aspect of the 777 

original illustrative problem discussed in the Introduction. Developments since then have shown that 778 

there are two basic mechanisms for generating subject-disjoint as opposed to completely-aggregated 779 

experience, in a physically orthodox setting. First, in sub-domain approaches, an uber-map 780 

recapitulating subjective geometry naturally groups together components-of-consciousness generated 781 

by a single brain [4.2]. In this case, the origin of disjoint conscious-experiential spaces is rather clear: 782 

they arise from the disjoint interior spaces of various brains. Second, in property approaches, each 783 

brain must generate its own set of encoding B-values that in turn label locations in various disjoint 784 

property-spaces [4.3]. However, discussions of the property approach thus far have emphasized 785 

coordinates over spaces: prior to the generation of subject-specific coordinates, the subject-disjoint 786 

property-spaces must be generated (in a manner that creates a dedicated link between subject-specific 787 

spatial locations and subject-specific B-encodings). Whether this kind of generation can be termed 788 

“physically orthodox” remains at best unclear, at this point. 789 

 790 

5.6.5. Limitations in the application of present formalism to unity problems 791 

Because the present approach began with limitation to exteroceptive consciousness and the exclusion 792 

of other aspects of consciousness, certain other unity problems discussed in the literature that are 793 

directly related either to the “conscious self” [“unity of subjectivity” (Bayne, 2009)] or to brain 794 

mechanisms for report of conscious experience [“unity of access” (Bayne, 2009)] are not amenable 795 

to treatment by present formalism. Nonetheless, the multi-subject setting discussed in this paper 796 

offers an entry point to a rigorous treatment of subjectivity, in the following way. Famously, William 797 

James observed that “the passing thought … is itself the thinker” (James, 1950), thus offering one 798 

resolution to potentially dualist conceptualizations of self. Analogously, in the present formalism, it 799 

might be said that “the n-th subject is the dynamically-changing <sab> contents of n-space” 800 

(although this statement naturally requires an extension of <sab> definitions to include non-801 

exteroceptive aspects of conscious experience, such as conscious interoception and conscious 802 

cognition). Notably, this approach extends the Jamesian conception to identify the phenomenon of 803 

consciousness in the first instance with a collection of disjoint conscious-experiential spaces and 804 

their contents (Figure 6). 805 
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 806 

5.7. Implications for neurobiologically-based theories-of-consciousness 807 

The objective of the present series is to establish objective tests in conventional neuroscience for the 808 

class of physically-orthodox theories-of-consciousness, rather than to evaluate any specific theory-of-809 

consciousness. Nevertheless, brief discussion of a single exemplar from the literature of 810 

neurobiological theories-of-consciousness may help to explain present results and their implications. 811 

For this purpose, consider the version of the prominent “dynamic core” theory discussed in (Tononi 812 

and Edelman, 1998), which, in essence, proposes that consciousness is a property of certain 813 

dynamical states of a set of neurons distinguished from others in the brain by their common mutual 814 

information.  As a first point, it is important to understand that Dabj[{B(…)}] notation can 815 

accommodate the dynamic core hypothesis, by writing D as an appropriate information-theoretic 816 

function. However, it is then directly apparent that the dynamic core theory must be non-local 817 

(because it requires simultaneous computation across a large set of brain locations), and so cannot be 818 

physically orthodox. Of course, this does not invalidate the dynamic core proposal as a possible 819 

explanation of consciousness, but it does (importantly) clarify its scientific status: the dynamic core 820 

theory can only be true if otherwise-universal and fundamentally-significant physical principles do 821 

not apply to consciousness. Put differently, the dynamic core proposal is a “new physics” theory-of-822 

consciousness. 823 

Other analyses from the present series all support this characterization. For example, consider the 824 

claim that the dynamic core explains unity and privacy by virtue of the delineation of dynamics 825 

within a single brain into core and non-core categories. The present paper establishes that unified 826 

privacy is a matter of the disjoint {<sab>} collections generated by the n-th and m-th brains [5.6.4], 827 

and demonstrates associated requirements for either subject-varying codes (under a property 828 

approach) or an uber-map recapitulating subjective geometry (under a sub-domain approach) [4.4]. 829 

Although the dynamic core approach certainly allows for neuronal coalitions contributing to 830 

consciousness to vary by subject, it does not inherently require an orderly variation of consciousness-831 

encoding by subject, of the kind required to generate unified privacy. Accordingly,  the dynamic core 832 

theory of (Tononi and Edelman, 1998) must generate unified privacy by an uber-map recapitulating 833 

subjective geometry, which also contradicts the structure of the dynamic core proposal (unless it is 834 

supplemented by a B-theory of the recapitulating uber-map kind). At best, the dynamic core 835 

hypothesis as stated can only create empirically-accurate unified privacy (Figure 1) by a dual-metric 836 

approach, again rendering the proposal physically non-orthodox. 837 

According to Tononi and Edelman, it is a category error to require that certain neurons have 838 

particular consciousness-related properties e.g. by virtue of anatomical location. The overall 839 

approach in the present series avoids this error by explicitly constructing C-classifiers on A-states 840 

(Rosseinsky, 2014a) to describe behavioral encoding that can certainly depend on anatomical 841 

location, and D-classifiers on B-states that attribute contribution-to-consciousness properties to 842 

physical states (not to anatomical locations). The present approach points out that, if the goal is a 843 

physically-orthodox theory, it is a theoretical error to attribute a component-of-consciousness to 844 

spatially-distributed or temporally-extended dynamical states. Although avoiding the category error, 845 

the dynamic core proposal makes the theoretical error [at least, if the goal is indeed physical 846 

orthodoxy (Edelman, 1989)]. Because observations made here concerning the dynamic core theory 847 

apply equally to other theories in the literature, the present approach points out new theoretical 848 

challenges that have not yet been met by any of the leading neurobiologically-based theories-of-849 
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consciousness (Baars, 2001; Tononi, 2004; Seth et al., 2006; Klimesch, 2013; Dehaene, 2014). 850 

  851 

5.8. Novelty of approach 852 

Results in the present series (Rosseinsky, 2014a, 2014b) summarized in [5.1-5.7] constitute a set of 853 

strong, specific, and novel predictions concerning the encoding basis of any physically-orthodox 854 

theory-of-consciousness. Predictions here make a contribution to the neurobiology-of-consciousness 855 

literature that is different in kind from prior work, because predictions concern low-level details of 856 

codes rather than cortical areas, brain structures, or aggregate properties of dynamical states.  Good 857 

scientific practice then requires responses to two questions with respect to these new results. First, 858 

why have they not been identified previously? This leads to a discussion of novel aspects in the 859 

present approach that critically support the elaboration of results, which is the subject matter of the 860 

present subsection [5.8.1-5.8.7]. Second, what assumptions do present results depend upon, and what 861 

alternative assumptions can be made? These questions are addressed in [5.9]. 862 

 863 

5.8.1. Limitation to exteroceptive consciousness 864 

The present series is founded on the explicit limitation to exteroceptive consciousness, thus focusing 865 

developments on a relatively well-defined and easy-to-analyse subset of phenomena, and excluding 866 

difficult and controversial issues associated with a “conscious self”.  867 

 868 

5.8.2. Agnosticism with respect to theory-of-consciousness 869 

The present series explicitly avoids proposing an explicit theory-of-consciousness, either physical or 870 

biological. (The only assumption made is that information encoded in brain dynamics plays an 871 

essential role in generating the contents of consciousness, thus excluding psychophysical 872 

parallelism). Avoiding a proposal for the fundamental physical basis of consciousness means that 873 

present developments are unaffected by problems concerning the absence of experimental technology 874 

for the detection of consciousness (an issue discussed further in [5.9.2]). Avoiding specific proposals 875 

for the biological basis of consciousness means that, in the first instance, the object of consideration 876 

is the class of all possible theories-of-consciousness (apart from psychophysical parallelism). 877 

 878 

5.8.3. Division of class of all theories into physically orthodox and unorthodox 879 

After selecting the class of all possible (non-parallel) theories-of-consciousness [5.8.2], papers in the 880 

present series make a key division into physically-orthodox and physically-unorthodox sub-classes, 881 

and then seek to identify experimental tests that can distinguish between the two sub-classes. This 882 

novel approach, first including all theories and then dividing them in a very particular way into two 883 

sub-classes for theoretical and empirical comparison, is central to results here. 884 

 885 
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5.8.4. Identification and comprehensive treatment of conscious-experiential space 886 

Another key factor in present developments is the identification of conscious-experiential space as a 887 

critical theoretical construct. Explicit discussion of this construct is necessary in order to pursue 888 

implications from locality and spatial homogeneity of causality. However, considerable uncertainty 889 

exists concerning the basic nature of conscious-experiential space. This uncertainty is handled in the 890 

present approach by pursuing analyses with respect to all conceptions that are logically possible 891 

within a physically-orthodox setting. Focus on the physically-orthodox class of theories [5.8.3] is 892 

essential to render the treatment of conscious-experiential space tractable, because otherwise the 893 

discussion would be ill-posed. 894 

 895 

5.8.5. Precise definition of physical orthodoxy 896 

Although the mainstream approach to consciousness presumes a physically-orthodox explanation 897 

[e.g. (Baars, 1988; Edelman, 1989; Crick and Koch, 1990; Tononi and Edelman, 1998; Churchland, 898 

2005; Baars and Edelman, 2012)], precise definitions of physical orthodoxy and its associated 899 

requirements have been absent from the literature, to date. The novel remedy of this absence (e.g. 900 

[5.4]) is a significant contributor to present advances. 901 

 902 

5.8.6. Clear and distinct treatment of both causality and correlation 903 

Formalism introduced in (Rosseinsky, 2014a) clearly accounts for both correlates and causes of 904 

consciousness (in A and B notation respectively). In fact, present results can in large part be attributed 905 

to the novelty of a comprehensive formal approach [5.8.7] that is capable first of making 906 

causation/correlation distinctions, and then of following them through to their logical conclusions. 907 

The absence to date of an explicit treatment of causes has obscured encoding restrictions deriving 908 

from features of physical orthodoxy that must apply to causal encodings but need not apply to 909 

correlated dynamics. Moreover, the present approach offers a new indirect method for identifying 910 

causally-implicated structures [5.3]: those brain structures generating codes meeting the narrow 911 

requirements of Table 4 are prime candidates for the loci of physical causes-of-consciousness. 912 

 913 

5.8.7. Role of formalism 914 

The present series depends heavily on a new formal symbolism for theories-of-consciousness. This 915 

symbolism offers precision and universality that is absent from the usual verbal discussions. Both 916 

these attributes are vital to the successful pursuit of central arguments, which simultaneously require 917 

nuanced distinctions of complex concepts (supported by precision) together with treatment of large 918 

classes of theories (supported by universality). Papers in the present series use formalism as a central 919 

language to express observations from the diverse domains of philosophy, physics and neuroscience, 920 

thus demonstrating the promise of a common formal symbolism as a powerful communication tool 921 

for future interdisciplinary investigations. 922 

Precision and comprehensive reach inherent in the formal approach lead to new insights and 923 
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understandings that together define both tactical and strategic approaches to furthering the scientific 924 

understanding of consciousness. These tactical and strategic components are made plain in [5.10]: 925 

tactical contributions are relatively local inferences, such as “strict physical orthodoxy requires 926 

subject-varying codes”, whereas strategic contributions identify the approaches that should be 927 

prioritised if certain empirical conditions are not observed. The contribution of formalism to the 928 

derivation of tactical conclusions is exactly the precision and universality just discussed. Perhaps less 929 

obvious is the strategic capacity afforded by a formalism with well-specified foundational 930 

assumptions: if conclusions (in the form of empirical predictions) are falsified, then clear formal 931 

linkages from conclusions to assumptions facilitate identification of minimal alterations in 932 

assumptions that can lead to different conclusions (notably, to conclusions that might concur with 933 

empirical observations that falsified previous conclusions). 934 

 935 

5.9. Robustness 936 

As noted at the beginning of [5.7], the novelty and power of present results evoke a consideration of 937 

assumptions made, and alternative assumptions that might lead to different conclusions. Discussion 938 

of these points in the present subsection is divided into relatively explicit axiomatic assumptions 939 

[5.9.1], and relatively implicit assumptions inherent in the overall methodology [5.9.2]. 940 

 941 

5.9.1. Axiomatic robustness 942 

As in related works (Rosseinsky, 2014a, 2014b), the present paper makes few explicit assumptions 943 

whose alteration might lead to different conclusions. In addition to the assumptions in earlier papers 944 

that consciousness exists and can be defined (and that psychophysical parallelism is to be excluded), 945 

the present paper assumes that many conscious experiences (or “many minds”) exist. Another way of 946 

stating this assumption is that each typical human brain produces conscious experience in broadly the 947 

same manner. Certainly, making the alternative solipsistic assumption that the only conscious 948 

experience in existence is that of the present reader would lead to different conclusions, because then 949 

only restrictions from the single-subject setting (Table 3) would apply. However, solipsism itself is 950 

not consistent with the physically-orthodox approach (in which broadly homogeneous physical brains 951 

must have broadly homogeneous properties), so the stronger restrictions of Table 4 must logically 952 

apply to physically-orthodox theories-of-consciousness. 953 

 954 

5.9.2. Methodological robustness 955 

Attempts to offer a scientific explanation of consciousness have been criticized on a number of 956 

methodological grounds, including: unclear definitions of the phenomena under consideration 957 

(Dennett, 1991); the possibility that phenomena are not homogeneous across subjects (Shoemaker, 958 

1982); the absence of objective experimental tests for consciousness in non-human systems 959 

(Hawking, 2000); use of detailed subjective reports that might be unreliable (Frith et al., 1999) or 960 

incomplete (Lycan, 1996); a current limitation to experimental methods (Chalmers, 2000) that can 961 

only identify correlates rather than causes of consciousness; and, potential confounds in experimental 962 

approaches to establishing neural-correlates-of-consciousness (Lau, 2008; Hohwy, 2009; Aru et al., 963 
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2012) 964 

Although in principle any of these criticisms might be levelled at developments in this series, two 965 

powerful and distinct kinds of rebuttal can be made. First, present developments concern empirical 966 

signatures that must be associated with a physically-orthodox theory-of-consciousness: the very 967 

construction of physically-orthodox theories presumes that basic issues e.g. concerning definitions of 968 

phenomena and the validity of scientific method can be overcome. This kind of rebuttal is similar to 969 

the argument used in [5.9.1], because it relies on properties of the theories-of-consciousness that are 970 

the present focus of study.   971 

Second, the present methodology has been constructed in a particular way that insulates it directly 972 

from many of the standard criticisms, thus creating a kind of rebuttal that is independent of the 973 

theories under consideration. For example, experimental problems associated with subjective report 974 

(Frith et al., 1999) and potential confounds (Lau, 2008; Hohwy, 2009; Aru et al., 2012) do not apply, 975 

because empirical tests suggested here are novel, objective, and straightforward. Similarly, the fact 976 

that homogeneity of component phenomena cannot be objectively established across subjects [the 977 

“inverted qualia” problem (Shoemaker, 1982)] does not invalidate reasoning in the present series, 978 

because multi-subject analyses depend only on the subject-by-subject applicability of restrictions 979 

from physical orthodoxy, and not on any cross-subject relationships between phenomena labelled by 980 

<sab> symbols. Perhaps more subtly, the absence of objective experimental tests for consciousness in 981 

non-human systems [a problem that might invalidate the scientific validity of reasoning involving the 982 

phenomenon of consciousness (Hawking, 2000)] is not a problem here, because the methodological 983 

role of present experimental proposals is to delineate between two theory groups that both 984 

hypothesize the generation of consciousness from (possibly different) physical dynamics, rather than 985 

to verify or falsify a hypothesis that certain dynamics generate consciousness and other dynamics do 986 

not.  987 

The only standard criticism for which a direct rebuttal of the second kind does not exist concerns 988 

the related issues of the existence and definition of consciousness, to which, briefly, three kinds of 989 

response can be made. First, an explicit operational definition of phenomena under study 990 

(Rosseinsky, 2014a) might be accepted as resolving both definitional and existence-related issues. 991 

Notably, in foundationally significant single-subject settings, readers can verify for themselves what 992 

is meant by “consciousness”. Second, criticisms that the operational definition is itself “not 993 

scientific” (by virtue of reference to subjective experience) fails to recognise that the philosophical 994 

foundations of science must themselves make such reference (to delineate the subjective “evidence of 995 

the senses”, so to speak, from an allegedly extant objective reality that is the topic of science itself). 996 

Third, a rigid exclusion of consciousness from scientific study on grounds of existence or definition 997 

leads to a science definitively describing a Universe without consciousness, raising the question of 998 

whether scientific theories can then be complete or even accurate explanations of all natural 999 

phenomena. Although this last point does not establish the scientific validity of studying 1000 

consciousness, it certainly raises the stakes in a way that challenges casual dismissals. 1001 

Because the present approach is directly insulated against almost all standard criticisms, arguably 1002 

it constitutes a new and useful methodological innovation in the scientific study of consciousness, in 1003 

addition to offering new experimental tests [5.1-5.3], theoretical insights [5.6], and theoretical 1004 

challenges [5.4,5.5,5.7]. 1005 

 1006 
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5.10. Outlook 1007 

Results here show that, if the strictest form of physical orthodoxy [5.4] applies to the generation of 1008 

consciousness, then encoding-for-consciousness must vary by subject. Directly, this result follows 1009 

from a limitation to property-based theories-of-consciousness (under ontological independence of 1010 

theory [5.4]) and from the requirement that encoding-dynamics must vary by subject for these kinds 1011 

of theories [4.3]. This result constitutes an empirical test for strictly orthodox theories-of-1012 

consciousness. (Restrictions for physically-orthodox explanations derived in earlier papers must also 1013 

apply. Notably, the occurrence of any physical state generating a contribution-to-consciousness must 1014 

be limited by brain biophysics to only those circumstances in which neural systems encode the 1015 

corresponding environmental feature. This restriction does not apply e.g. to the occurrence of e.m.-1016 

field states used in neural computations that generate behavior.) If variation-by-subject is empirically 1017 

excluded, some relaxation must be in made strict physical orthodoxy, in order to explain 1018 

consciousness. 1019 

A defining aspect of strict physical orthodoxy is that theories must be ontology independent. 1020 

Relaxing this aspect to allow theories that are premised on a necessarily realist ontology admits only 1021 

one additional coding possibility for consciousness in the multi-subject setting, in which an uber-map 1022 

(a single topographic map encoding all features simultaneously) is arranged in orthodox three-1023 

dimensional space in a manner recapitulating subjective geometry. Under this relaxation, the many-1024 

subject setting provides a strong rejection of a “physically orthodox” characterization of previously-1025 

described dual-metric approaches, which provide marginal contributions to the physically-orthodox 1026 

theory set in single-subject settings. If neither subject-varying codes nor uber-maps recapitulating 1027 

subjective geometry are empirically observed, yet further relaxations must be made to physical 1028 

orthodoxy. 1029 

One possible direction for further relaxation is to propose that spatial homogeneity of causality 1030 

does not in fact govern the generation of consciousness, thus setting consciousness apart from other 1031 

natural phenomena. This path would certainly broaden the set of feasible codes, but still leaves the 1032 

generation of consciousness mysterious. For example, in the absence of spatial homogeneity of 1033 

causality, one can propose without direct contradiction that homogeneous dynamics in distinct brains 1034 

can cause contributions-to-consciousness in distinct, unified, collections-of-experience. But there can 1035 

then be no explanation in terms of physical order for the origin of both difference-in-effect (dynamics 1036 

in different brains have effects in different collections) and unity-of-experience (dynamics in a single 1037 

brain share the common property of contributing features to the same collection). Although it is 1038 

possible that the phenomenon of consciousness does in fact depend on these kinds of mysteries, the 1039 

scientific path to establishing such a view is first to exhaust all alternative explanations that propose 1040 

instead a rational and orderly basis for phenomena. Thus, if neither subject-varying codes nor uber-1041 

maps recapitulating subjective geometry are empirically observed, the appropriate next step is not to 1042 

relax spatial homogeneity, but to investigate instead non-orthodox theories that maintain spatial 1043 

homogeneity while relaxing either spatial-dimensionality or particle-spectrum assumptions implicit 1044 

in the usual physical setting. As noted in previous works, these latter kinds of theories are capable of 1045 

explaining relationships between brain dynamics and conscious experience without imposing any 1046 

restriction on brain-level encodings, while maintaining over-arching physical principles of locality 1047 

and spatial homogeneity. However, the promotion of such approaches to the status of serious 1048 

scientific theories would require their verification by experimental signatures (i.e. measurements 1049 

predicted by higher-dimensional or extended-spectrum approaches but not e.g. by alternative theories 1050 

premised on relaxation for consciousness of otherwise-universal spatial homogeneity). 1051 
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In summary, following theoretical observations here and in previous works, the outlook for the 1052 

neurobiological basis of consciousness is as follows. If subject-varying codes are observed (that also 1053 

obey previously-established restrictions from locality and single-subject spatial homogeneity of 1054 

causality), then physically-orthodox property-based theories-of-consciousness are strongly supported. 1055 

If the existence of subject-varying codes is ruled out empirically, but uber-maps recapitulating 1056 

subjective geometry are discovered (again, obeying previous restrictions), then primacy must be 1057 

given to theories which jointly hypothesize the existence of a realist ontology and the employment of 1058 

a sub-domain of (realist) orthodox space as the container for the components of conscious 1059 

experience. Finally, if neither subject-varying codes nor uber-maps of the correct kind are observed, 1060 

the next step in establishing a scientifically-based relationship between brain dynamics and conscious 1061 

experience should be to investigate the feasibility of experimental signals from rigorously-defined 1062 

higher-dimensional or extended particle-spectrum approaches, that can preserve spatial homogeneity 1063 

of causality and simultaneously cohere with then-established empirical facts concerning brain-1064 

dynamical encoding-of-consciousness. 1065 

1066 
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Table 1. Summary of formal symbols. This Table contains brief definitions for the symbol set 1067 

introduced in (Rosseinsky, 2014a) and employed throughout the present series. 1068 

SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION
(1)

 

sab b-th instance of a-th feature-type (stimulus) in the external 

environment. 

3.1 

Xrj j-th location in the external environment for sampling of sensory 

information 

3.3 

<sab> Contribution to conscious experience generated by sab 5.3 

j j-th location in conscious experience; information sampled at Xrj 

leads to a contribution-to-consciousness at j 

5.4 

A Measure of brain activity for behavioral encoding 4.2 

B Measure of brain activity for encoding and final brain-dynamical 

cause of consciousness 

5.5.3 

Ari i-th brain location relevant to A measurement 4.4 

Bri i-th brain location relevant to B measurement 5.5.3 

Cabj Classifier function on A-states for behavioral encoding  4.5 

Dabj Classifier function on B-states for encoding and final brain-

dynamical cause of consciousness  

5.6 

∃P Denotes existence of a physical object, property, or phenomenon 4.5 

∄P Denotes absence of a physical object, property, or phenomenon 4.5 

{ …} Set or collection of … 3.2 

 1069 

(1) References given are to section numbers in (Rosseinsky, 2014a).   1070 
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Table 2. Illustrative codes for combinations of {Red (R), Green (G)} and {Vertical (V), 1071 

Horizontal (H)} edge features at two locations {1, 2}. This Table gives numerical illustrations for 1072 

each of six basic codes (types I to VI) that together span the entire spectrum of potentially viable 1073 

code-structures for the encoding of consciousness. Entries in the Table body are illustrative numeric 1074 

codes for feature-combinations shown in the leftmost column, where e.g. “R,V; G,H” (row 6) means 1075 

“Red Vertical edge at 1; Green Horizontal edge at 2”. 1076 

FEATURES 

 

1; 2 

ENCODING  

Non-topographic Topographic 

Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V Type VI 

R,V; R,V 1 1,5 1,3,5,7 1,3,1,3 1,1 1,1,1,1 

R,V; R,H 2 1,6 1,3,5,8 1,3,1,4 1,2 1,1,1,2 

R,H; R,V 3 2,5 1,4,5,7 1,4,1,3 2,1 1,2,1,1 

R,H; R,H 4 2,6 1,4,5,8 1,4,1,4 2,2 1,2,1,2 

R,V; G,V 5 1,7 1,3,6,7 1,3,2,3 1,3 1,1,2,1 

R,V; G,H 6 1,8 1,3,6,8 1,3,2,4 1,4 1,1,2,2 

R,H; G,V 7 2,7 1,4,6,7 1,4,2,3 2,3 1,2,2,1 

R,H; G,H 8 2,8 1,4,6,8 1,4,2,4 2,4 1,2,2,2 

G,V; R,V 9 3,5 2,3,5,7 2,3,1,3 3,1 2,1,1,1 

G,V; R,H 10 3,6 2,3,5,8 2,3,1,4 3,2 2,1,1,2 

G,H; R,V 11 4,5 2,4,5,7 2,4,1,3 4,1 2,2,1,1 

G,H; R,H 12 4,6 2,4,5,8 2,4,1,4 4,2 2,2,1,2 

G,V; G,V 13 3,7 2,3,6,7 2,3,2,3 3,3 2,1,2,1 

G,V; G,H 14 3,8 2,3,6,8 2,3,2,4 3,4 2,1,2,2 

G,H; G,V 15 4,7 2,4,6,7 2,4,2,3 4,3 2,2,2,1 

G,H; G,H 16 4,8 2,4,6,8 2,4,2,4 4,4 2,2,2,2 

 1077 
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Table 3. Viable codes for consciousness in a single-subject setting under physical orthodoxy. 1078 

This Table summarizes all viable code structures for a physically-orthodox theory-of-consciousness 1079 

in a single-subject setting [3.7]. Type I codes are not topographic, so cannot be valid in rows 1-5 1080 

(which identify codes for various topographically-based theories-of-consciousness). Type III, IV, and 1081 

VI codes that use two numbers for each environmental location (in the numerical example of Table 1082 

2) are not consistent with uber-map schemes (rows 1, 2 and 4) that definitively use a single number 1083 

per location [3.1.2]. Similarly, Type II and V codes that employ only a single number for each 1084 

location are not appropriate [3.1.3] for multi-map codes (rows 3 and 5). Note that Type VI codes that 1085 

are viable in principle for behavioral coding are not valid for any approach to consciousness [3.4.2]. 1086 

THEORY-OF-

CONSCIOUSNESS 

VALIDITY OF CODES 

Space Maps Sub-type Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V Type VI 

Sub-

domain 

Uber Recap.
(1)

 N/A Yes
(2)

 N/A N/A Yes N/A 

 Uber Non-recap.
(1)

 N/A Yes
(2)

 N/A N/A Yes N/A 

 Many Non-recap.
(1)

 N/A N/A Yes Yes N/A No 

Property Uber -coding N/A Yes N/A N/A No N/A 

 Many -coding N/A N/A Yes No N/A No 

 Non-

topo.
(3)

 

Single-

scalar
(4)

 

Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 1087 

(1) “Recap.” and “non-recap.” refer respectively to maps that do and do not recapitulate subjective 1088 

geometry (Rosseinsky, 2014a). 1089 

(2) Type II codes in a sub-domain approach encode more information than is necessary, because 1090 

values encode -locations that are also determined by r-locations. 1091 

(3) “Non-topo.”: abbreviation for “non-topographic”. 1092 

(4) “Grandmother cell” single-neuron codes are not viable physically-orthodox encodings of 1093 

consciousness [3.5.3]. More complex non-topographic codes are also excluded, in the first instance 1094 

because they are non-local (Rosseinsky, 2014a).  1095 
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Table 4. Viable codes for consciousness in a multi-subject setting under physical orthodoxy. 1096 

Fewer codes are valid in the multi-subject setting than in the single-subject setting, as a result of the 1097 

reduction in valid sub-domain codes: whereas Table 3 displays nine valid basic codes (i.e. “Yes” 1098 

entries), this Table shows only five. Thus, the multi-subject setting restricts viable physically-1099 

orthodox neural codes for consciousness. Because codes in property-based theories-of-consciousness 1100 

must vary by subject (as denoted by “+” nomenclature), the multi-subject setting also defines viable 1101 

physically-orthodox neural codes for consciousness.  1102 

THEORY-OF-

CONSCIOUSNESS 

VALIDITY OF CODES 

Space Maps Sub-type Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V Type VI 

Sub-

domain 

Uber Recap.
(1)

 N/A Yes
(2)

 N/A N/A Yes N/A 

Property Uber -coding N/A Yes+
(3)

 N/A N/A No N/A 

 Many -coding N/A N/A Yes+
(3)

 No N/A No 

 Non-

topo.
(4)

 

Single-

scalar 

Yes+
(3)

 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 1103 

(1) “Recap.” means “with recapitulation of subjective geometry”.  1104 

(2) Type II codes in a sub-domain approach encode more information than is necessary, because 1105 

values encode -locations that are also determined by r-locations. 1106 

(3) “+” notation denotes that code must vary by subject [4.3]. 1107 

(4) “Non-topo.”: abbreviation for “non-topographic”.  1108 
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Table 5. Possible empirical observations for physically-orthodox codes in a multi-subject 1109 
setting, and implications for the correct theory-of-consciousness. The empirically observed code 1110 

(first column) provides information about the correct theory-of-consciousness (second and third 1111 

columns) [5.3]. Note that codes must either recapitulate subjective geometry, or vary by subject (as 1112 

indicated by the “+” nomenclature). These very strong limitations are required if consciousness is a 1113 

physically-orthodox phenomenon.  1114 

Observed code Central inference Secondary possibility 

Type II, with recap.
(1)

 Sub-domain  

Type V, with recap.
(1)

 Sub-domain  

Type I+
(2)

 Property  

Type II+
(2)

 Property Sub-domain (if recap.
(1)(3)

) 

Type III+
(2)

 Property  

 1115 

(1) “Recap.” means “with recapitulation of subjective geometry”.  1116 

(2) “+” notation denotes a code that varies by subject. 1117 

(3) A subject-varying code (“+”) that also employs a sub-domain uber-map with recapitulation is 1118 

redundant in the sense that subject-variation is only required for property-based codes (because 1119 

multi-subject physical orthodoxy is already satisfied by a sub-domain uber-map with recapitulation: 1120 

Table 4, first row). 1121 

  1122 
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7. Figures 1215 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of spatial-homogeneity-of-causality issues in a multi-subject 1216 
setting under the property approach. (A) Simple encoding scheme used as basis of illustrations. 1217 

Locations in conscious-experiential space (below the dashed line) are marked by red crosses and 1218 

labelled by real numbers 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and so forth. B-states at various brain locations (marked by 1219 

black crosses) generate white or black pixels (if the integer part of B is respectively 1 or 0) at 1220 

conscious-experiential locations corresponding to the decimal part of B-values. (B) Spatial 1221 

homogeneity of causality is not respected if B-codes are identical across brains, and conscious-1222 

experiential space is a property of brain dynamics. (Sub-division of conscious-experiential space by 1223 

the solid line schematically depicts two different collections of components-of-consciousness). B1 = 1224 

0.1 must cause a black pixel at the point labelled 0.1 in the left-hand sub-division of conscious 1225 

experiential space, whereas B2 = 0.1 must cause a black pixel at the point labelled 0.1 in the right-1226 

hand sub-division. But under spatial homogeneity the effects of B = 0.1 cannot depend on location. 1227 

(C) Empirical conscious experience is not reproduced if spatial homogeneity of causality is imposed 1228 

on a B-code identical across brains. The state B = 0.1 in the two brains creates a single component-of-1229 

consciousness, while the states B = 1.2 and B = 0.2 attempt to create conflicting components (i.e. 1230 

both black and white pixels; conflict depicted by grey pixel). (D) Spatial homogeneity of causality 1231 

and empirical accuracy is achieved when locations in distinct conscious experiences are given 1232 

distinct coordinate labels. Encoding-of-consciousness must also differ across brains. 1233 

 1234 
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of natural spatial-homogeneity-of-causality in a multi-subject 1235 
setting under the sub-domain approach. (A) Orthodox view of two brains containing various B-1236 

states (occurring at locations marked by black crosses). B = 0 encodes a black pixel and B = 1 1237 

encodes a white pixel. (B) View showing use of sub-domains of orthodox physical space as 1238 

conscious-experiential spaces [the “sub-domain” approach to conscious-experiential space 1239 

(Rosseinsky, 2014a)]. Components-of-consciousness co-locate with B-states and empirically accurate 1240 

groupings of components are generated, with a B-code that is identical across brains. 1241 

1242 
  1243 
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the formal statement of a complete theory of exteroceptive 1244 
consciousness. Formal symbols introduced in (Rosseinsky, 2014a) can completely state an arbitrary 1245 

theory-of-consciousness in just three basic equations. [Sensory and behavioral encoding-dynamics 1246 

are schematically represented by triangular spikes; the symbol A (Rosseinsky, 2014a) is used to 1247 

denote a physical measure of these dynamical states. Consciousness-encoding B-dynamics are 1248 

schematically represented by black crosses. Arrows schematically depict causal relationships.] Red 1249 

arrow, red equation: the existence of a stimulus instance sab at an external location Xrj means that A-1250 

dynamics at brain locations {Ari} must satisfy Cabj = 1. Green arrow, green equation: physical 1251 

coupling of A- and B-dynamics means that Cabj = 1 satisfaction generates B-dynamics that satisfy Dabj 1252 

= 1. Black arrow, black equation: by definition of the causal properties of B-states, Dabj = 1 1253 

satisfaction causes the generation of the component-of-consciousness <sab> at the conscious-1254 

experiential location j. 1255 

1256 
  1257 
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of why dual-metric approaches are manifestly not physically 1258 
orthodox in a multi-subject setting. (A) Each brain has a physically-special region (the interior of 1259 

the blue ellipse) in which dual-metric relationships apply. Initial locations of brain centers are labeled 1260 

1r0 and 2r0. (B) When one brain moves relative to the other (so that its center is now at 2r0), the 1261 

special region must co-move with that brain. Either this movement is uncaused (violating physical 1262 

orthodoxy), or some physically-unorthodox property of the physical brain is responsible for 1263 

generating the dual-metric relationship, thus ensuring co-movement. 1264 

  1265 
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Figure 5. Schematic illustrations of various aspects of “the unity of consciousness”. Black 1266 

arrows schematically represent causal links between brain states and components-of-consciousness. 1267 

(A),(B) The conscious-experiential binding problem (“representational unity”). Motion and color at 1268 

a single environmental location are encoded by B-dynamics at two brain locations (shown by green 1269 

and purple crosses, respectively). Without specific constraints, B-dynamics might be expected to 1270 

generate experience-of-color and experience-of-motion at two different conscious-experiential 1271 

locations (panel A). In actuality (panel B), experience-of-color and experience-of-motion are “bound 1272 

together” at a single location. (C),(D) The unity of feature-type spaces (“co-consciousness”). In 1273 

principle, color experiences could occur in one conscious-experiential sub-space (left sub-division of 1274 

conscious-experiential space, panel C) and motion experiences could occur in another (right sub-1275 

division, panel C; locations in second sub-space distinguished by blue crosses). In actuality (panel 1276 

D), there is only one conscious-experiential space in which all feature-types co-occur. (E),(F) 1277 

Collections of <sab> generated by n-th and m-th brains are disjoint. In principle, various collections 1278 

of components-of-consciousness might contain contributions from more than one brain. For example, 1279 

in panel E, conscious experience is divided into two collections (schematically separated by the solid 1280 

vertical line), each containing contributions from both brains. In actuality, the behavior shown in 1281 

panel F occurs, in which each collection contains contributions from only one brain. 1282 

1283 
  1284 
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Figure 6. The phenomenon of consciousness in the multi-subject setting is a collection of 1285 
disjoint conscious-experiential spaces and their contents: a schematic illustration. Three human 1286 

subjects schematically depicted as geometrically-shaped bodies containing brains (upper half, above 1287 

horizontal dashed line) have three separate conscious experiences of the physical environment (lower 1288 

half, below horizontal dashed line). The subject on the left sees the inside of a house. The subject on 1289 

the right sees a tree. The subject in the center sees the same tree, partially occluded by the brown hair 1290 

and red shirt of the subject on the right. Black arrows indicate causal relationships between brains 1291 

and conscious-experiential spaces and contents. Dashed black lines framing schematic depictions of 1292 

conscious visual experiences (lower half, below dashed line) reflect the disjoint nature of conscious-1293 

experiential spaces. For a complete treatment, content of spaces must be extended to include non-1294 

exteroceptive components-of-consciousness. 1295 

 1296 
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